I encountered medical missions to the Jews by way of my research on a progressive Methodist body, the West London Mission (WLM) in Soho, a district that was being transformed in the 1890s by the arrival of hundreds of immigrant Jewish families. The WLM nurses cared for many Jewish patients, but in seeking doctors for themselves or their children some of the Jewish residents turned to a well-regarded medical mission at 12 Bateman Street. In exchange for a free doctor’s visit, the mission director Isaac Levinson, a converted Jew, required patients to first hear a sermon, sometimes in Yiddish. His aim was to persuade Jews to convert to Christianity. The Gospel teaching may have been a jolting experience in the midst of a mother’s ordinary day, as many Jews shrank from contact with Christianity and crucifixes. Some women, however, found ways of insulating their senses from the preaching by ‘playing deaf’. According to one daughter’s account:

They [the adult women] would oblige occasionally, but they didn’t listen to what was being preached at that — they just didn’t & mother, years later could really see the funny side of it’. A contemporary denounced this distancing of the self as ‘cynical’.

Recent arrivals in Soho from Stepney had perhaps already cultivated this ability not to listen, for there were as many as a dozen medical missions in East London by the early 1900s and they remained part of the neighbourhood landscape in East London a few years into the 1940s. The missions were part of a movement, and a set of memories for East London Jews, that elongates this journal’s nineteenth-century focus; a reminder, too, that East London persisted as a Jewish quarter until levelled by Nazi bombs and abandoned for suburbs. Medical missions were zones in which many thousands of Jews, a majority of them women, closely encountered evangelical Christians and their religious practices, bringing into sharp relief these women’s position as part of a religious and cultural minority. Here I use medical mission visits as exemplars of Jewish women’s daily
micro-scale negotiations with the material and cultural terms of a new land, a particular form of acculturation. Immigrant Jewish women were strongly dedicated to ‘domestic Judaism’, as Paula Hyman describes it. Yet outside the home Protestantism was the official religion and for Jews it called for many snap accommodations. A crèche offering care for a Jewish widow’s baby might end each day with hymns. The absence of a kosher butcher might mean a mother’s buying non-kosher meat. A nearby Church of England school might beckon for a child’s enrolment; a child’s membership in a chorus might land her in a church for a performance; a school friend’s mother or a doctor’s order might tempt him with bacon; or a teen athlete might be expected to play on the Sabbath. A medical mission aimed at converting Jews to Christianity might be seen as the only option for a sick mother or child in a poor household.

Conversionists are, of course, a standard aspect of East London memoirs and histories — feared, disliked, and quite unsuccessful, as historians like Todd Endelman and Michael Sherman, have shown. After outlining the still-astonishing story of the massive missionary effort aimed specifically at Jews, I introduce the lesser-known subject of the Christian missionary actors, especially the doctors so prominent in this enterprise: their passion, sacrifice, considerable respect for their Jewish ‘prizes’, and their eventual discouragement and search for other ways of assessing their accomplishments. I will focus on the Mildmay Mission to the Jews’ medical branch, using, along with sources from within the Jewish community, the missionary periodicals that proliferated from the 1880s and to which Mildmay extensively contributed. Many saw, and see, the missions as unambiguously negative and predatory, but I assess the medical missions in particular as actual sites of medical care, part of the healthcare options of the East London Jewish population, thus expanding on the work of Gerry Black, Lara Marks, and Susan Tananbaum. Finally, I offer a discussion of the medical missionaries’ notoriously scanty results, suggesting as a partial explanation a gendered sociology of conversion. Women, mainly poor immigrants and often with children, predominated among medical mission patients. And despite their rhetorical positioning as especially receptive to conversion rhetoric, women were actually less likely candidates for conversion than men. They reconciled the discordant elements of the mission situation through a coping mechanism used in other meetings with the Christian world: selective deafness.
II

Medical Missions to the Jews

Medical missions were late arrivals to the mission world; they had a distinct theology and history built around conversionist doctrine, which I will briefly describe here, before explaining the specific theory and practice of medical missions.

Missions whose sole purpose was to convert Jews to Christianity were almost unique to England and Scotland, and flourished in the soil of evangelical Christianity. The expansion of the British Empire encouraged a sense of a special national obligation to Christianize the world and evangelicals' deep knowledge of the Old Testament also contributed to their fascination with Jews and the destiny of Israel. Converting Jews to Christianity and planting them in Jerusalem, it was believed, would presage and even hasten the Second Coming. The first of the conversionist missions was the scandal-ridden London Society for Promoting Christianity among the Jews (hereafter ‘London Society’) founded in 1809. In the 1830s and 1840s, Alexander McCaul, Professor of Hebrew and Rabbinical Literature at King’s College, London, a devoted member of the London Society, ubiquitous lecturer, and best-selling author, formulated a position that would inform many of the later missions: that the pure Judaism of the Old Testament had been hijacked and corrupted by rabbis claiming exclusive authority to interpret the Bible. Jews’ spiritual development thus had been stifled by ‘rabbinism’, which had kept Judaism petrified in its ancient form rather than allowing it to progress ‘naturally’ into Christianity. Jews who became baptized Christians were simply lifting the thin veil that had separated them from the truth. They would remain Jewish, keep their Jewish names and continue to follow traditional Jewish practices; their Jewishness had not been eradicated but simply ‘completed’ in a Pauline theology of the meaning of conversion. As Michael Ragussis has pointed out, proselytism and toleration were paired from early in the nineteenth century in missionary discourse. Conversions could be effected by persuasion only; missionaries might annoy but would not coerce Jews the way Catholics had done so reprehensibly throughout most of their history. Thus it was Protestants in Britain who would earn the trust of the Jews, would achieve their conversion to Christianity, and would reap the reward of bringing about the return of Christ and the Last Judgement.

Nowhere else in the world outside Britain were efforts to convert Jews carried out by so many and at such expense. At the end of the nineteenth century the missionary effort...
aimed at Jews in Britain involved 481 salaried workers and untold numbers of volunteers attached to twenty-eight different bodies. Only eighty missionaries operated in the entire United States with a far larger Jewish population.\textsuperscript{11} Twenty-three Jewish missionary societies were eventually formed in England and Scotland. Many of these had stations abroad as well as in Britain. A high point was perhaps the founding of a Protestant Bishopric of Jerusalem in 1841.\textsuperscript{12} Conversion organizations were rare on the European Continent, mainly located in Russia, Hungary, and the Middle East, and those that existed were operated and funded from British headquarters.\textsuperscript{13}

Despite their very small actual numbers in Britain — not much over 30,000 in the whole country at mid-century — Jews, Jewish converts, and particularly ‘Jewesses’, as Nadia Valman demonstrates so vividly, figured extensively in Victorian fiction and evangelical literature in much of the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{14} Marked by a distinctive dress and language, and seemingly emerging out of the Old Testament pages that evangelicals were so familiar with, the Jew was surely an attraction for readers of evangelical periodicals. But the fictional ‘Jewess’ had extra dimensions: a redeeming spirituality, malleability, and religious earnestness that might elevate the Jewish people, Britain, or even the empire.\textsuperscript{15} In the late nineteenth century, the ‘Jewess’ was a very different figure, a woman spoke with often, in Yiddish: an immigrant, poor, fleeing persecution, speaking accented or no English, not always beautiful or young, and often a mother. The mythical ‘Jewess’ had deflated, but perhaps enough of her earlier aura remained to give the missionaries extra hope for her successful conversion.

Medical care was first offered by missionaries to China in the 1820s and 1830s, and missions grew in numbers as medical practice itself expanded and became professionalized. The extension of missionary medical care beyond its traditional ‘heathen’ clientele to Britain itself did not come until the later Victorian years. The apostle of the new approach was Dr William Burns Thomson, who, though trained for service abroad, recognized in the 1850s the desperate need for medical care of the poor of Cowgate in Edinburgh — and how grateful, friendly, and pliable this need made them.\textsuperscript{16} Medical care was a ‘lever’, as one missionary put it, one that would open doors among the sceptical. Thomson became an enthusiastic promoter of domestic medical missions and the Cowgate centre was expanded in 1877 as a training school for missionary doctors; there were 239 trained medical missionaries in 1897.\textsuperscript{17} Medical missions for the British poor under various sponsorships sprang up first in provincial towns and eventually, in the
1870s, in several London districts. Mildmay’s Whitechapel Mission to the Jews opened its medical branch in 1880. The enormous Mildmay mission and social service complex in Stoke Newington and environs included meeting halls, orphanages, schools, hospitals, deaconesses’ residences and training schools, and clinics. In 1893 Mildmay ran twenty (general) missions throughout London. As the earliest medical mission to the Jews, Mildmay became a model for the others whose founding followed; it was also the largest of the medical missions, and seemingly the best regarded.\(^\text{18}\)

Medical missions of any kind had to combine competent medical and nursing care with preaching and persuasion. Efficiency was not a goal. The combination is an awkward one, which Charles Booth tried to formulate in explaining why the (Wesleyan) West London Mission’s nurses, doctor, and dentist did not constitute a ‘medical mission’ but a humanitarian service. The offering of medical care, he said, is ‘a regular plank in the platform’ of the Wesleyans, used in such a way that ‘the medical rather than the religious side comes uppermost’.\(^\text{19}\) Expressing the attitude of a true medical missionary, however, the Lady Superintendent at the Mildmay hospital in Bethnal Green explained they only hired as nurses or physicians ‘real, earnest Christians’, which meant that, though ‘skilful’, many were rejected.\(^\text{20}\) A novice Mildmay doctor, Dr C. Leonard Terry, describing his first year’s work there in December 1909, admitted a tension between the medical and the ‘spiritual’ part of his work; the urgency of the medical problems he dealt with threatened to ‘crush’ the religious part, a common tension for medical missionaries of all kinds.\(^\text{21}\)

The medical missions’ rationale was both scriptural and instrumental. The healing of the body and of the soul are closely linked in the life of Jesus, they argued. As William Thomson, the medical mission pioneer, wrote: ‘I was amazed to find medical missions on almost every page of the Gospels.’ Christ commanded ‘the seventy home missionaries’ to heal the sick wherever they went.\(^\text{22}\) The poor, because of their dependence on ‘the kindness of others for medical help’ were the missions’ preferred objects and all of the medical missions were located in poor districts and got heavy use. And since their help was offered ‘with the tenderness and graciousness of the Spirit of Christ in those who administer it’ missionary doctors were welcomed where other missionaries were not.\(^\text{23}\) Thomson observed that ordinary missionaries were often violently attacked, medical missionaries seldom. Other missionaries struggled to get ‘an audience’, but for medical missionaries the problem was too many clients.\(^\text{24}\) Seeing the sick poor without fee, ‘in their deepest distress, carries an immediate influence which even the most zealous
missionary only gains after years of faithfulness’, wrote a St Giles Medical Mission physician.  

III

‘Meddlesome’ Missionaries: Jewish and Christian Outlooks

Missionaries to the Jews were not universally reviled, even by Jews, among whom there was a variety of views, and there were differences of opinion among Christians as well as Jews. This section begins by explaining specifically what was offensive to Jews in the conversionist position, and then presents a sketch of national opinion as different parties weighed in: upper-class Jews, the staff of the more middle-class and liberal Jewish World, poor and working-class Jewish crowds; and a smattering of Christian opponents of the missions.

Harmless as individual missionaries seemed, many of the premises of the conversion project were inherently hostile to Jewish beliefs: that Jesus of Nazareth was in fact the Messiah foretold in Jewish writings; that the Jews’ covenant with God was no longer valid; that Judaism was encased in dead laws and regulations; and that the dispersal of the Jews was a punishment for the crucifixion. As John S. Conway puts it harshly, cordial relationships between individual missionaries and Jews could not undo the fact that missionaries were ‘robbing the Jews of […] their historical identity and consciousness of themselves as inheritors of their unique faith’. As persecution of the Jews accelerated after the First World War, missionaries did make a point of sounding more positive and appreciative toward Judaism. Yet Anglican clergyman and historian of antisemitism, James Parkes, was struck by the persistence of conversionism into the 1930s, one manifestation of which was the Barbican Mission’s rescue of about a hundred Czech Jewish children as Nazi armies neared, many of whom were eventually baptized.

There was no unanimity of opinion among Jews on conversionism. In the late nineteenth century, following the founding of the first East London mission in 1876, the Anglo-Jewish leadership maintained a cool attitude toward the missionaries. Many educated Jews believed that there were far greater dangers to the integrity and resilience of the British Jewish community than Christian missions. When Charles Booth’s interviewer queried Chief Rabbi Hermann Adler in the late nineteenth century, the latter was more concerned about intermarriage than about Christian missionaries. For him, and other
prominent English-born Jews, declining synagogue attendance, neglect of dietary laws, intermarriage, inadequate Jewish education in schools and places of worship — all of these represented bigger threats to the continuation of Judaism in Britain than did missionaries. Thus the issue appears relatively seldom in the Jewish establishment’s paper, the *Jewish Chronicle*, in the period under discussion here.\(^\text{30}\)

A deeper hostility to missionizing seems to have come from middle-class Jews and men who had immigrated in the 1860s and 1870s. The *Jewish World*, for example, representing this less conservative clientele, devoted considerable attention to the issue and mounted pages of sharp derision of the missionaries.\(^\text{31}\) Conversionists, said an editorial in the *Jewish World* in 1901, were denigrating Judaism, infringing on ‘our rights as citizens of a free country’.\(^\text{32}\) The Jewish converts preaching on the street ought to be doing the work of normal Jews, ‘handling the presser’s iron’, said a 1900 editorial in the same paper. As Jews had been saying for many decades, the conversion project was a manifestation of the fanatical Christian zeal that had produced the Inquisition and the Crusades, though fortunately, as the Rev. Morrish Joseph put it in a 1901 sermon, ‘the rack and the stake are not for this age’.\(^\text{33}\) Stinging are the *Jewish World*’s comparisons of the missionaries to the Jews with the Catholic and Protestant missionaries, many of whom were killed in the Boxer Uprising. One rabbi called conversionists ‘a public danger’ and pointed to missionaries’ provocation in generating ‘the terrible events in China’, while the *Jewish World* editorialized at the same time that ‘when the toll has been exacted our sympathies are with the Chinamen being left alone by meddlesome missionary enterprise’.\(^\text{34}\)

Ordinary Jews registered their views through vigorous direct action. One observer, in the 1860s or 1870s, saw ‘nearly a thousand Jews assembled outside St Paul’s Church [Haggerston]’ attempting to prevent Jewish baptisms by force or persuasion; the new converts had to have police protection. The Haggerston baptisms, sponsored by the East London Mission to the Jews, and the Jewish demonstrations against them, continued into the 1890s. Practising Jews waited in front of or even inside churches as the converts arrived on Sunday, so as to ‘endeavour to discourage them, and corrupt their [Christian] faith’.\(^\text{35}\) Mildmay medical missionaries often saw ‘Jews of the stricter sect’ trying to persuade others not to enter their dispensary, but to go instead to the German Hospital or another facility.\(^\text{36}\) Mildmay missionary John Clancy declared that ‘there is no department of labour in the Jewish Mission-field more trying than this’. Daily, he said, using the
A resonant phrase from Jeremiah 10. 25 and the Passover seder ‘the Jews pour out their wrath upon us, using the most abusive, blasphemous, and threatening language’. He and his partner were ‘like soldiers always under fire’. A mission doctor writing in 1906 rejoiced that ‘we do not get rotten eggs thrown at us as formerly, nor do we get thrown out of the houses’. He described an earlier situation in the Mission waiting room in which, once the medical staff had left for their consulting rooms, the other patients threw their medicine bottles at a woman who had just ‘made a confession of the Lord Jesus Christ among the people’. Jewish converts to Christianity, highly visible, excited particular anger. A ‘Hebrew-Christian’ was liable to be set upon by Jewish mobs and cursed as a Moshummad [apostate]. Missionaries heard shouts of ‘we will not accept the Messiah that the Goyim (i.e. non-Jews) seek to impose upon us’. Convert John Goldstein frankly reported in 1896 that he and his partner were often targets of ‘curses and insults’ while their books were ‘thrown back into our faces’. Sometimes ‘all turn away from us as if our very touch would defile their souls’.

There were many easy ways to denounce the missionaries: as tricksters, antisemites, or just foolish and wasteful. Reb Shemuel, in Israel Zangwill’s novel Children of the Ghetto (1892), declares them ‘devils’ and their handbills ‘devilish’. A special committee of the Jewish Board of Deputies, the agency that represented the interests of Jews to the government, took a different tack. In its final report, in 1912, the committee agreed that ‘Christians have a perfect right to convert Jews to Christianity’ but that there should be ‘fair play’ and ‘the rules of war’ observed. Conversionists could indeed be brazen and unscrupulous. Critics of the missions from their very beginnings had objected most to the missionaries’ use of ‘bribery and corruption’, appeals to ‘the stomach and the purse’ in the 1912 committee’s language. The financial incentives — food, cash, shelter — humiliated the recipients, they believed, and violated the principles of scientific charity that the Jewish elite had fully accepted. Some of the proselytizing deliberately encroached on the Jews’ public and even private spaces. Extra missionary activity on Yom Kippur [the Day of Atonement] and the sponsoring of Seders [ritual service and meal on the festival of Passover] were common techniques, along with holding open-air meetings outside synagogues on Friday nights. Several missionary organizations operated children’s homes (Barbican, Mildmay) and could be relentless in their efforts to keep hold of children in their care when their Jewish relatives or Jewish agencies attempted to regain custody, as the minutes of the Jewish Board of Guardians (JBG), the chief Jewish
philanthropic agency, show throughout this period. Some organizations used fake names. The ‘Hebrew Conference Hall’ in Old Montague Street was a mission disguised as a Jewish place of worship and sponsored by the London City Mission and the London Society. Some offices called themselves ‘Beth Hamedrash’ in Hebrew, appearing to be Jewish houses of study. The Barbican Mission craftily disguised hymns with Christian content by setting them to traditional Hebrew or Yiddish songs familiar to the Jews, a practice that the missionaries found ‘touches Jewish emotions’. The Mildmay Mission passed out tickets to entertainments and lantern shows for children that did not name the mission as its sponsor. Lectures, country outings, children’s treats — all were offered without disclosing that these were missionary ventures.

Mainstream opinion, whether religious or secular, was also hostile to the missions to the Jews in the late-Victorian decades. The distinction between proselytism and simply demonstrating one’s faith was well understood, the latter referred to as exhibiting ‘Christian charity’. The Lyons Case of 1867–70, in Cardiff, crystalized anti-conversionist sentiment throughout the country. After a fight with her father, eighteen-year-old Esther Lyons took refuge with a local Methodist minister and his wife. They persuaded her to convert and they, the courts, and other conversionists were relentless in keeping her father from seeing her. ‘Jewish conversion is indeed dear if it is purchased at this cost of the commonest Christian charity and decency’ commented the Times in 1869. Most contemporary Nonconformist and Anglican churches, despite their eagerness for conversions, did not focus on converting Jews or other non-Protestants. Indeed Baptist, Methodist, Plymouth Brethren and Congregationalist leaders who had supported the British Society at mid-century had fallen away by the end of the century. Very few of the East London Anglican clergymen canvassed by Charles Booth were moved to evangelize the Jews despite the growing numbers of Jewish residents in many of their parishes and the encouragement they were receiving from within the church hierarchy to engage in evangelizing. A Bethnal Green vicar referred to converting Jewish children as ‘a most un-Christian thing’. A 1915 coroner’s report was intended as a public statement on the evils of conversionists on the occasion of the death of a Bethnal Green woman, Esther Hyams, who had apparently collapsed on learning that her daughter was training to be a missionary. The coroner declared it ‘an unwarrantable impertinence for one person to interfere in the religious affairs of another’.
IV
‘Kneel Down, and Pray to Jesus’: The Missions to the Jews in East London

Jews began to arrive in significant numbers in Shoreditch and Whitechapel in the late 1870s and early 1880s, and the missions moved in quickly. They were ubiquitous and, to many, very disagreeable, as this section shows. The missionary to the Jews became as familiar a figure in the East End as the bagel woman. By the 1890s the missions existed in such dense concentration in East London that they ‘tread on one another’s heels’. In 1898 an old Salvation Army man was astounded at the numbers of converted Jews now to be found preaching on Sunday nights — twenty or thirty he estimated. Michael Sherman, a careful scholar of the missions to the Jews, has counted twenty-seven mission groups or societies operating in East London in 1914, many staffed mainly with ‘Hebrew Christians’. Todd Endelman’s estimate is even higher, as he counted Anglican parishes receiving missionary funds. The Rev. E. L. Langston, assistant secretary of the London Society, admitted to a *Jewish World* interviewer in 1910 that rivalry among the missions had led them to increase their charitable offerings to prospective converts, thus providing, in the *World* reporter’s opinion, an easy field for the ‘chronic schnorrer [beggar/scrounger]’ seeking handouts from mission to mission. Yet the entire Jewish immigrant population of Stepney, toward which the missions aimed their efforts, was under 45,000 in 1901.

The 1890s represented a zenith for conversionist publishing and missionary activity among Jews. The tempo of conversionism increased in 1897 when mission champion Frederick Temple became Archbishop of Canterbury. As a result of encouragement from the church hierarchy, new Church of England resources went towards evangelizing Jews in London and other cities, and by 1921 seventeen ordinary East End parish churches had received grants for conversion work. Bible reading and books in general were prominent in the conversion campaign, expressing not only Protestant biblicentrism but an almost magical belief that mere contact with the New Testament would be enough to convert Jews. The Mildmay Mission claimed to have distributed over a million free Bibles, some at its East End bookshop, like the ‘little brown book’ that Esther Ansell in *Children of the Ghetto* acquired indirectly from such a source. Observers often saw crowds of Jews holding multiple Bibles, or tossing them around. A Jewish observer of a proselytizing session on a Saturday found Yiddish New
Testaments ‘scattered broadcast with a fine recklessness’, and heard one man boasting that he had collected twenty.\textsuperscript{59} Indeed distribution figures for missionary publications were often used as proxies for missionary success.

For many Jews contact with missionaries could be defiling, an element of so many immigrant Jews’ horror of Christianity. ‘Contempt and revulsion’, as A. B. Levy put it, for the conversion project were far more common than the cooler attitudes of the Jewish patricians. The poet Melchizedek Pinchas in \textit{Children of the Ghetto}, having spent a week at a missionary shelter ‘hunting out their customs’, avoided contamination by being careful that ‘not a morsel of their food passed my lips’ and that he used not a penny of the money they distributed.\textsuperscript{60} Medical missionaries to their discomfort found it ‘only too easy to recognise’ their patients’ ‘aversion’ to hearing Christianity preached. A girls’ club director was appalled, in the late 1920s, to learn that one of the club girls was, tearfully, on her way to a nearby mission where she would have to ‘kneel down, and pray to Jesus’ in order to receive a weekly parcel for her family.\textsuperscript{61}

\textbf{V}

\textbf{The Converts: Women and Men}

Not surprisingly, when it came to actual conversions, figures were not impressive and one factor, to be discussed in this section, is the failure of conversion among women. Part V briefly illustrates the missions’ well-known ineffectiveness, and then discusses the particular resistance of women to the missionaries.

Conversions were scanty and impermanent. Commentators noticed that even sincere converts often returned to Judaism after a number of years. Mildmay reports celebrate just a single or pair of conversions if any took place during the previous quarter, and proudly report any positive gestures by Jews. The Board of Deputies’ special committee investigating the medical missions in 1912 observed that published baptism figures were evasive.\textsuperscript{62} Many organizations avoided giving exact figures and some of the larger ones are in suspiciously round numbers. In 1889 the British Society announced ‘on good authority’ that 1500 Jews were converted each year while the \textit{Missionary Year-Book} for 1889–90 gave 3000 as the number of converted Jews living in the United Kingdom plus an additional one hundred clergymen ‘of the seed of Abraham’.\textsuperscript{63} A ‘Hebrew-Christian’ Conference attempting to gather \textit{world} figures up to 1903 based on published
statistics was able to tally only 12,394 baptisms during the whole nineteenth century. In 1915 W. T. Gidney of the London Society gave a grander total figure of 28,830 for all baptisms of Jews in the United Kingdom, and 12,000 among American Jews; exaggeration of this kind generated disbelief. When, later, the head of the Edinburgh Medical Mission boasted of hundreds of Jewish converts, the Glasgow Jewish Echo quipped that there were not even enough converted Jews in Glasgow to form a Minyan [quorum for Jewish prayer].

Missionaries were well aware of the obstacles to Jewish conversions, even for the few who found it attractive. The persecution or ostracism of the new Jewish convert, though much exaggerated, had been a prominent theme in conversionist literature for decades. Converts often lost employment in Jewish firms, and could be reviled and ostracized by family and neighbours, even if they were eventually reconciled. Women could lose husbands or children or even be incarcerated by angry relatives. The Mildmay medical missionaries often referred to ‘secret believers’, sincere converts whose lives would be ruined should their conversions become known. One old man, to take one example among many, told the Mildmay doctors that he believed passionately in Jesus as the Messiah and Son of God but because he was dependent for support on his son ‘who is bitterly opposed to Christianity’ kept his beliefs secret. Some Jewish converts were sent to the countryside or helped to emigrate to avoid the ‘stress of persecution’. Converted Jews, on the other hand, were unlikely to be fully accepted in Christian circles outside of those of the missions themselves. The numbers of converts on the missionary organizations’ payrolls suggest their need for employment as well as the missionary principle of native agency.

Despite the figure of the heroic ‘Jewess’ convert and the expectation among many that women would be ripest for conversion because of their greater use of the medical missions, men greatly outnumbered women among converts. (Close to half of the Jewish immigrants in both New York and London were women.) Nearly all of the New York converts, in a very similar Jewish immigrant population evangelized by some of the British agencies, were young male immigrants from Eastern Europe who had immigrated without families. London City Missionary D. J. Neugewitz, who had become a Christian six years before in Germany, admitted to Charles Booth’s staff member George Duckworth that insofar as he found any converts they were always single men without dependents. His tally for 1897 was only four. English-born Jews he had found
unapproachable, but foreigners, Neugewitz said, men who were deeply familiar with the
five books of Moses, could be approached ‘with the Prophets and the Messianic
prophesies’. 69

Like Neugewitz, other conversionists generally distributed Hebrew New
Testaments and expounded on selected passages. The Mildmay head physician, Dr John
Dixon, describes a partly successful example of this process with some recent arrivals
from Poland. He showed the men ‘various passages of the Messianic prophesy’. The men
were ‘perfectly astonished’, got copies of the New Testament, and promised Dr Dixon that
they would study them carefully. 70 The curious, disputatious, and usually hostile crowds
that missionaries gathered also appear to be mostly men, some eager for the sport of an
argument, a sign of ‘how intellectual and clever even these poor Jews are, how full of Old
Testament knowledge’, one journalist pointed out. 71 Those attending an evening Hebrew
language service held by the East London Mission to the Jews in 1890 were mostly men.
‘I have never seen in any London church so many young men assembled’, exclaimed the
reporter. 72 The small and dreary congregation in a ‘hot and stuffy’ hall that Booth’s
researcher observed at the Mildmay Mission in Philpot Street, for example, consisted of
‘Jew men [of ‘a poor class’] and apparently only Gentile women’. 73

There are several ways of explaining the scarcity of female converts. The shift
among the Jewish immigrants to a ‘domestic Judaism’ which identified religion with
ceremonial observances in the home, may have left unattached religiously educated men
feeling irrelevant and therefore more susceptible to conversion. 74 Meanwhile, as I will
show below, the missionaries’ reliance on disputation and argument based on scripture
must have left many women cold. The willingness of the conversionist agencies to provide
housing, income, and jobs would also have been a draw for unattached male immigrants,
who were much more numerous than unattached women. Very few women, according to
the limited data that is available, emigrated by themselves; the great majority came with
their families or joined husbands or other male relatives who had already arrived in
Britain. 75

The missionaries’ Protestant bibliocentric style of proselytism was surely an
obstacle to conversions for immigrant women — leaving them less defiant than bored and
indifferent. The Jewish men could often give the missionaries a run for their money
arguing with them point by point but the focus on the printed text excluded those women
who were illiterate and the far larger proportions educated in vernacular languages such as
Yiddish or Russian but not Hebrew. Missionaries in 1885 observed that many Jews knew little of the Old Testament, but they singled out women for the most dramatic gaps in biblical knowledge such as ‘the names of the first man and women, and many have only heard the names of King David, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Daniel mentioned’. A Mildmay woman missionary considered that in general it was harder to teach women the basics of Christianity than men:

The elder ones find it hard to understand and remember [no doubt due to a lack of familiarity with the Scriptures], and the younger ones have but little time to spare from their large families and the continual struggle with poverty.77

Orthodox Judaism’s definition of women as second-class members of the congregation gave them limited religious agency, making a major decision like conversion still less likely. The marginal position of women in formal Jewish worship continued in Britain with low synagogue attendance for women and little Hebrew education and was one of the critiques of orthodox Judaism offered at the turn of the century by Lily Montagu and a number of other Anglo-Jewish women.78 Missionaries knew that many married women viewed themselves as adjuncts to their husbands in religious terms if not in other realms. They would go where their husbands went, and their conversions very often did follow those of their husbands. To make an independent decision regarding religion, many women said, would lead to desertion or the loss of their children to horrified relatives — though the Jewish patients’ recital of these threats could have been courteous forms of refusal. One woman, for instance, who was treated at the Mildmay mission and cared for regularly at home for a year, claimed that she now had faith in Jesus Christ but that ‘she dare not go to a Christian place of worship’ for fear that her husband would beat her. Another woman accepted a missionary’s Bible because her ‘husband told her it was the truth’.79 A Russian immigrant woman told a Mildmay Central Hall ‘lady worker’ that her husband had been converted in Russia. The missionaries asked the woman if she too was a believer and was told, to their amusement — and with a mild allusion to the patriarchal backwardness of the Jews: ‘Oh no, that is only for men. A woman is not so important and not clever enough; besides if he believes, it is sufficient for us both’.80

In the wage-earning world, in contrast, which had lower prestige than religious study in immigrant Jewish culture, Jewish women of this era were not at all meek. Jewish
schoolgirls in London were sometimes criticized for their rowdiness and school leavers who went into the workforce participated in some strikes and labour activism. They drew on an Eastern European Jewish history of gainfully employed women rather than the ideology of female domesticity that had been adopted by most of their Anglicized co-religionists. Extensive oral histories of Manchester Jewish women of the same generation show the high proportion of mothers who worked in some way — at home, in a family business, or as principal breadwinners.

At the medical missions, to which I will turn presently, the majority of patients were women, often accompanied by several children. Mildmay’s schedule for the Goulston Street dispensary in 1892 suggests that of the ‘attendances’ about two-thirds were those of women and children, as they reserved Mondays and Wednesdays for them and Saturdays for men. (They visited patients at home on two other weekdays.) The London Medical Mission in Endell Street — not aimed at Jews — also noted a dearth of male patients in 1890 and tried to get at them by paying house calls on their children.81 Many working men, it should be remembered, had access to doctors through workplace or chevre-based friendly societies, something the JBG had been promoting, and, after 1911, the state benefit would pay for a private doctor for some.

Though grateful, respectful, and polite, the women were not very good candidates for conversion and the Mildmay medical missionaries who talked earnestly with thousands of patients each year were treading on the ‘hard soil which here meets the Gospel sower’.82 Their few converts and the evident discouragement of the staff, I would argue, are partly a result of an ambition that did not square with their gendered clientele.

VI

Medicine and Medical Missions in East London

The medical missions, which ‘fluttered about the unfortunate [Jews] like so many vultures’, as historian Eugene Black grimly puts it, generated discomfort among many communal leaders because of their extreme popularity.83 Those using clinics would eventually learn that their presence there was deplored by important Jewish figures; a representative from the JBG sometimes appeared at the mission doors urging patrons not to enter, and some Jews threatened to report clinic patients to the Guardians — though the JBG’s official position endorsed Jewish use of the medical missions. Yet one Jewish
woman probably spoke for many others when she told a lady visitor that they liked their medical mission because ‘they are very kind to us, and give us good medicine’ (at the same time showing the bottle of medicine which she was taking).\footnote{Medical historians have shown that the missions contributed a significant part of the medical care of the Jews of East London, especially immigrants, before World War I, as Table 1 shows. Indeed Cyril Russell, a young government official who had spent a year studying Whitechapel for a Toynbee Trustees book on London’s Jews, considered the medical missions, the Jews’ Free School, the availability of tailoring jobs, and the Chevrot the four factors that attracted Jews to East London and kept them residing there.\footnote{The medical missions could not be beaten for price or even convenience. Their free or very cheap care often included food and clothing. Many of the staff spoke Yiddish and had a good working knowledge of Jewish rituals and beliefs. The Mildmay clinic, in 1909, was open five days a week from 9:30 or 10:00 a.m. until 4:30 or 5:00 p.m., with patients often assembling hours in advance of the opening. Other missions were also open several days a week and some held evening hours. Several took paying patients at specific hours. Mildmay increased its staff size as demand rose. In 1896 it included two doctors, eight women who served as nurses, dressers, and dispensers, and a staff missioner, Mr Rabinowitz. By 1909 there were four doctors, a dentist, ten female nurses and assistants, plus the missioner. The Mildmay clinic eventually offered anaesthetic gas for extracting teeth on Tuesday afternoons, administered by a team including a doctor and dentist. The head Mildmay physician, John Dixon, was especially sought after, and patients would endure long waits to see him. A colleague mentioned that he had heard patients call Dixon ‘an angel of God’; his Jewish patients often called him ‘a good doctor’ in recognition of his tact and skill. Dixon himself believed that the epithet reflected the depth of his Christian love for the patients.}}\footnote{The popularity of the medical missions was measured in ‘attendances’, that is, separate visits by individuals. The ‘attendances’ figures of some of the leading medical missions are shown in Table 1.} The Board of Deputies 1912 investigation into medical missions admitted that the Mildmay Mission in particular had acquired ‘goodwill’ as hospitals do, and that Jews believed ‘that the doctors there can cure where others fail’.\footnote{85} True, the ‘foreign Jews’ of East London may be especially eager for medical care, the report said condescendingly, as they are ‘temperamentally of an extremely nervous disposition’. ‘Their remarkably strong family affection’ was another factor generating ‘great anxiety in time of sickness, even when the illness is slight’.\footnote{86} Medical historians have shown that the missions contributed a significant part of the medical care of the Jews of East London, especially immigrants, before World War I, as Table 1 shows. Indeed Cyril Russell, a young government official who had spent a year studying Whitechapel for a Toynbee Trustees book on London’s Jews, considered the medical missions, the Jews’ Free School, the availability of tailoring jobs, and the Chevrot the four factors that attracted Jews to East London and kept them residing there.\footnote{The medical missions could not be beaten for price or even convenience. Their free or very cheap care often included food and clothing. Many of the staff spoke Yiddish and had a good working knowledge of Jewish rituals and beliefs. The Mildmay clinic, in 1909, was open five days a week from 9:30 or 10:00 a.m. until 4:30 or 5:00 p.m., with patients often assembling hours in advance of the opening. Other missions were also open several days a week and some held evening hours. Several took paying patients at specific hours. Mildmay increased its staff size as demand rose. In 1896 it included two doctors, eight women who served as nurses, dressers, and dispensers, and a staff missioner, Mr Rabinowitz. By 1909 there were four doctors, a dentist, ten female nurses and assistants, plus the missioner. The Mildmay clinic eventually offered anaesthetic gas for extracting teeth on Tuesday afternoons, administered by a team including a doctor and dentist. The head Mildmay physician, John Dixon, was especially sought after, and patients would endure long waits to see him. A colleague mentioned that he had heard patients call Dixon ‘an angel of God’; his Jewish patients often called him ‘a good doctor’ in recognition of his tact and skill. Dixon himself believed that the epithet reflected the depth of his Christian love for the patients.}}84 The Board of Deputies 1912 investigation into medical missions admitted that the Mildmay Mission in particular had acquired ‘goodwill’ as hospitals do, and that Jews believed ‘that the doctors there can cure where others fail’.\footnote{Medical historians have shown that the missions contributed a significant part of the medical care of the Jews of East London, especially immigrants, before World War I, as Table 1 shows. Indeed Cyril Russell, a young government official who had spent a year studying Whitechapel for a Toynbee Trustees book on London’s Jews, considered the medical missions, the Jews’ Free School, the availability of tailoring jobs, and the Chevrot the four factors that attracted Jews to East London and kept them residing there.\footnote{The medical missions could not be beaten for price or even convenience. Their free or very cheap care often included food and clothing. Many of the staff spoke Yiddish and had a good working knowledge of Jewish rituals and beliefs. The Mildmay clinic, in 1909, was open five days a week from 9:30 or 10:00 a.m. until 4:30 or 5:00 p.m., with patients often assembling hours in advance of the opening. Other missions were also open several days a week and some held evening hours. Several took paying patients at specific hours. Mildmay increased its staff size as demand rose. In 1896 it included two doctors, eight women who served as nurses, dressers, and dispensers, and a staff missioner, Mr Rabinowitz. By 1909 there were four doctors, a dentist, ten female nurses and assistants, plus the missioner. The Mildmay clinic eventually offered anaesthetic gas for extracting teeth on Tuesday afternoons, administered by a team including a doctor and dentist. The head Mildmay physician, John Dixon, was especially sought after, and patients would endure long waits to see him. A colleague mentioned that he had heard patients call Dixon ‘an angel of God’; his Jewish patients often called him ‘a good doctor’ in recognition of his tact and skill. Dixon himself believed that the epithet reflected the depth of his Christian love for the patients.}}85 True, the ‘foreign Jews’ of East London may be especially eager for medical care, the report said condescendingly, as they are ‘temperamentally of an extremely nervous disposition’. ‘Their remarkably strong family affection’ was another factor generating ‘great anxiety in time of sickness, even when the illness is slight’.\footnote{Medical historians have shown that the missions contributed a significant part of the medical care of the Jews of East London, especially immigrants, before World War I, as Table 1 shows. Indeed Cyril Russell, a young government official who had spent a year studying Whitechapel for a Toynbee Trustees book on London’s Jews, considered the medical missions, the Jews’ Free School, the availability of tailoring jobs, and the Chevrot the four factors that attracted Jews to East London and kept them residing there.\footnote{The medical missions could not be beaten for price or even convenience. Their free or very cheap care often included food and clothing. Many of the staff spoke Yiddish and had a good working knowledge of Jewish rituals and beliefs. The Mildmay clinic, in 1909, was open five days a week from 9:30 or 10:00 a.m. until 4:30 or 5:00 p.m., with patients often assembling hours in advance of the opening. Other missions were also open several days a week and some held evening hours. Several took paying patients at specific hours. Mildmay increased its staff size as demand rose. In 1896 it included two doctors, eight women who served as nurses, dressers, and dispensers, and a staff missioner, Mr Rabinowitz. By 1909 there were four doctors, a dentist, ten female nurses and assistants, plus the missioner. The Mildmay clinic eventually offered anaesthetic gas for extracting teeth on Tuesday afternoons, administered by a team including a doctor and dentist. The head Mildmay physician, John Dixon, was especially sought after, and patients would endure long waits to see him. A colleague mentioned that he had heard patients call Dixon ‘an angel of God’; his Jewish patients often called him ‘a good doctor’ in recognition of his tact and skill. Dixon himself believed that the epithet reflected the depth of his Christian love for the patients.}}
institutions, given in the table below, are very large, having increased considerably between the 1880s and the 1910s. Mildmay listed over 24,000 for 1912, Barbican about 14,000 in 1911, and the East End Mission to the Jews over 10,000. About 80 per cent of these were repeat visits, judging by Mildmay’s figures for 1896: 5,305 patients for 27,724 attendances.\(^8^9\) Mildmay was just one of between six and eleven full medical missions operating in any given year. Just the four listed here totalled 48,000 attendances by 9,600 individual patients for a single year, 1912. The London Society’s East London clinic, with a staff of seven medical men by 1900, undoubtedly had similarly large attendances.\(^9^0\)

**Table 1: Numbers of Patients at Selected East London Medical Missions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Mission</th>
<th>An earlier year for comparison where possible</th>
<th>1912: Figures from the Jewish Board of Deputies Missions Committee for its 1912 Report unless otherwise noted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Saints Medical Mission (parochial)</td>
<td>1896–97: 2372 Jewish patients, 62% of their total.</td>
<td>1913 figures: 1740 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbican Mission to the Jews, Whitechapel Road, 1889</td>
<td></td>
<td>1911: 14,000 attendances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildmay Mission to the Jews, Philpot Street (to 1888); then Goulston Street, Aldgate 1880</td>
<td>1891: 3974 patients; attendances for the year: 11,069</td>
<td>24,263 (year ending Oct 31); 4792 of these were new patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East End Mission to the Jews, Leman Street, connected with London City Mission</td>
<td></td>
<td>1911, 10,213 ‘cases’, 9/10 of them women and children. These are clearly attendances.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Mildmay Mission figures from *Medical Missions at Home and Abroad*, April 1892, p. 102; research on local medical missions, including printed reports done by the Board of Deputies 1912 committee. All Saints figures compiled by Lara Marks, *Model Mothers*, Table 6:11, pp. 253–54.
The poor Jews of East London who flocked to the Christian missions were not driven there by lack of health care alternatives. While provision was nowhere near adequate by modern standards, East London was, says Lara Marks, ‘exceptional in the scale and variety of healthcare provision compared not just with other areas of London but with other cities in Britain’. Hospitals, home nursing, and midwifery were available. Ranyard nurses were plentiful in the district, and the East London Nursing Service took on a lot of Jewish patients, hiring a Yiddish-speaking Jewish nurse in 1906. The officially nonsectarian Royal Maternity Charity at its peak handled almost 20,000 births (in 1891–95; the majority of patients were from East London districts) and employed four Jewish Yiddish-speaking midwives by 1896. Philanthropic Jewish women guided by Alice Model were providing nursing and maternity services by the mid-1890s and expanded these services in 1899. Healthcare and health education may have had a role in the lower infant mortality rates of East London Jews (twenty to thirty-three percent lower than London’s overall figure in the early 1900s), and the superior health and physique of Jewish children was mentioned by several witnesses at the Interdepartmental Committee on Physical Deterioration in 1904.

Jews in large numbers patronized the plentiful and expanding local hospitals both as in- and outpatients, as Lara Marks and Gerry Black have fully demonstrated. The clients of the respected twelve-bed maternity home, ‘Mother Levy’s’ on Underwood Street, which opened in 1911, found that it was usually ‘full up’ as word-of-mouth was clearly giving the home top billing among Jewish women. The London Hospital, located at the centre of the Jewish community, was originally not eager to receive Jewish patients but a calculated infusion of Jewish donations led to the Hospital establishing a kosher kitchen and hiring a Yiddish-speaking doctor, among other accommodations to Jewish needs; by 1897 a significant number of Jews were among its thousands of patients: sixteen per cent of inpatients, nine per cent of the outpatients. More Jewish wards and services for Jewish patients were developed in the early twentieth century. The London Hospital was resorted to as a matter of course during a difficult Jewish home birth in Shoreditch in the early twentieth century, a swift younger sister being dispatched to run all the way; she fetched a doctor who quickly drove back in a car with forceps in his bag. The German Hospital in Dalston listed 446 of 1845 inpatients as Jewish, and a third of their outpatients and the 2400 outpatients of the Metropolitan Hospital’s dispensary in Great Prescott Street were Jewish in 1907.
The Mildmay patients demonstrated their faith in doctors when they held aloft or talked about the synecdochic bottle of medicine they had waited for so long. By the 1880s doctors enjoyed considerable prestige and public confidence. The competing schools of healing had been destroyed or absorbed by the ‘allopathic’ medical profession. Medicine was firmly lodged in science, with its own specialized instruments: stethoscopes, X-rays, otoscopes, and laboratory diagnosis. The profession fully accepted antiseptic practice by the 1890s if not before and was bolstered by anaesthesia, success in surgery, and the isolation of the bacteria that accounted for such infectious diseases as whooping cough and diphtheria.97

Despite the dramatic accomplishments of medical science, the arenas in which it could work with success were limited. Medical knowledge had had very little to do with the evident improvements in longevity in the century ending in 1900; death rates in England and Wales declined only slightly between 1850 and 1900.98 James Le Fanu’s Rise and Fall of Modern Medicine (2000) begins with the development of sulpha drugs in the 1930s. Before that, Le Fanu says, physicians could identify and describe many diseases, surely something many patients desired, and could be effective in the care of wounds, broken bones, and infections.99 Laetetia Andrew-Bird, a doctor in East London during this period, reported that her practice consisted mainly of ‘opening whitlows [technically herpes infections on the fingertips but she probably meant skin infections in general], Abscesses, and the like’.100 Pain control with opiate drugs was another, not new but widely appreciated, medical achievement, at least to judge by the enthusiasm with which many patients welcomed their bottles of medicine.

McKeown points to important and valued parts of a doctor’s vocation that did not demand a full apparatus of modern medical powers: the offering of comfort, reassurance, and sympathy (which he calls the doctor’s ‘samaritan’ or ‘pastoral’ functions).101 In these areas many medical mission doctors, and nurses, seem to have excelled. Their evident concern for the patient’s welfare, even if misguided, could well have been therapeutic. The Board of Deputies 1912 committee came very close, oddly, to recognizing this, using vivid and precise language in acknowledging that the missions’ care was of a kind not available elsewhere, accompanied by ‘warm sympathy and personal friendliness’, even to ‘the casual visitor’. The report continued:

Inside there will be found someone who will give the visitor advice, who will treat him as a fellow-being and not as a ‘case’ […] without interruption,
without questions apparently irrelevant, and without leaving a written record of every answer.\textsuperscript{102}

The medical profession was overpopulated in these years.\textsuperscript{103} East London Jews, true connoisseurs of doctors, as the Jewish Board of Deputies committee repeatedly heard, had many to choose from. Dr R. I. Morris of the London Hospital and several other witnesses told the committee that there was a ‘Jewish habit of going from hospital to hospital, from doctor to doctor’. Dr Morris believed that no matter how many doctors practised in East London ‘there would be work for all and none of the existing doctors would suffer!’ Dr Andrew-Bird claimed that there were usually ‘ten to sixteen medical men within ten minutes’ walk of each other’.\textsuperscript{104} Poor households made sacrifices to see private doctors, many of whom appear as larger than life figures in residents’ memoirs and oral histories. Dr Harry Roberts, the beloved ‘penny doctor’ of Harford Street, was popular with Jews and had a massive East London practice, after 1911 including hundreds of insured patients. He later told a Parliamentary committee that he had had to work ‘fairly continuously day and night for seven days a week in order to obtain a reasonable professional income’.\textsuperscript{105} Dr Louis Turiansky of Osborn Street, who started his practice in 1906, is a hero in numerous personal memories. He paid house calls wearing a high hat, driving a pony and trap, and looking ‘like the doctor should look, not like the doctors look today’, said an East Londoner interviewed by Jerry White in the 1970s.\textsuperscript{106} Finally, as the JBG had long advocated, Jews used parish (poor law) doctors in proportion to their numbers and, according to the clerk of the Whitechapel poor law Guardians, Jews represented more than half of the parish medical cases.\textsuperscript{107}

There were even a few Jewish doctors, mainly British-born, practising in East London in the 1890s, and especially in the early 1900s. John Cooper, historian of the Jewish medical and legal professions, names nine plus four more Jewish-born doctors attached to the medical missions. In the next generation, medicine would be by far the most popular profession for Jewish men. The Jewish doctors, too, were popular with potential patients, and some certainly equalled the mission doctors in selflessness. Scottish-trained Gustave Michael, hard-working, well-liked, and philanthropic, was possibly the first Jewish doctor to actually live in East London. German- and Scottish-trained Bernhard Morris, sometimes called ‘a Jewish saint’, was known to provide impoverished patients with cash.\textsuperscript{108}
VII

The Missionary Stimulus and Jewish Agency Responses

An enormous amount of the philanthropic work sponsored by established Anglo-Jewish organizations and individuals from early in the nineteenth century aimed at rivalling the conversionists by providing similar Jewish-sponsored services. This was especially true by the 1880s when the conversionist presence intensified. Whether it was the push for a Poor Jews Temporary Shelter to keep recently arrived immigrants out of mission accommodations, Jewish public libraries as counters to the missionaries’ comfortable reading rooms, more clubs and entertainment for Jewish children to draw them from missions, the formation of a Jewish-run rescue home for Jewish prostitutes, the missions’ well-funded and staffed array of services were stimulants to the Jewish community. Mildmay reports allude gleefully to the JBG’s failure to provide help for the sick and some Mildmay histories of successful conversions begin with the ill person first applying to the JBG.\textsuperscript{109} As the most heavily utilized conversionist branch, the medical missions ought to have generated massive community pressure for free, Jewish-sponsored, Yiddish-speaking, medical care, and it did to a degree. The medical missions certainly upset Jacob Landau enough to begin establishing a free dispensary for poor Jewish patients in 1896, a plan also supported by the \textit{Jewish Chronicle}. Fund-raising advertisements for a Jewish Hospital in Stepney Green listed among the reasons for such an institution that ‘our poor sufferers have to go to the missionaries for a bottle of medicine’.\textsuperscript{110} The missions were also a factor in the effort to provide special Jewish wards at the London and Charing Cross hospitals.

For the most part, however, the JBG did not offer free medical care. Indeed, over a period of thirty years, it systematically divested itself of nearly all of its former medical charitable offerings. When, in 1862, the JBG took over the medical responsibilities previously assigned to the great synagogues, it contracted with only two doctors to offer both home and office (dispensary) visits for Yiddish-speaking applicants. The number of participants skyrocketed alarmingly from 5000 in 1863 to 40,000 in 1871, but hospital outpatient services throughout London were also ballooning.\textsuperscript{111} As a result, in 1873 the Board discontinued its free dispensary, maintaining only free doctors’ home visits to the very ill. In 1879 it terminated medical relief altogether, directing patients to the poor law medical officers. In 1884 the JBG also stopped purchasing and disbursing tickets for...
admission to voluntary hospitals, though they did eventually help to fund the Sick Room Helps Society. In 1890, following only ten years of medical mission activity in East London, the JBG Ladies Conjoint Visiting Committee urged the Guardians to investigate the issue. Three of its members served on the JBG’s investigating committee, including Mrs Hyam, its secretary. Many of the comments in the committee report may well be those they heard from their female clients. The report recognized, though deplored, the medical missions’ attractions, as the Deputies’ 1912 committee would also do. Most gave good care, the JBG report read; they dispensed much-needed food and clothing; and they were more accessible than parish doctors. There were no means tests or investigations. The high quality of the missions seemed actually to justify JBG inactivity and the final committee report submitted in April 1891 rejected a Jewish alternative to the missions. It declared, as in 1873 and at subsequent points that ‘there is nothing of a specifically Jewish character in mere dispensing of drugs and the giving of medical advice’. At the 1903 Royal Commission on Alien Immigration hearings the JBG spokesman reiterated this position — though some of the Board’s volunteers may not have shared it fully. The Guardians’ eleemosynary policies did not include medical care, the JBG would not offer it, and it had no objection to Jews seeking care at Christian missions. The Guardians would not ‘bid’ against the missions, and ‘if an applicant to us said he should go to the missions, we would let him go’.

The medical missions to the Jews, improbable cultural hybrids — Yiddish speaking evangelicals, eager but tuned-out Jews — demonstrated through their decades of survival the Guardians’ and Deputies’ beliefs that the bodies of Jews, at least the poor ones, could be entrusted not only to Gentile physicians but even to missionary doctors defined as enemies by much of the community.

VIII

Encounters at the Missions: ‘A Block of Wood’

Missions’ publications provide glimpses of the Jews’ encounters with the conversionist missionaries; and Jews’ own stories, in fiction or memoir form, help to draw a more comprehensive picture of the interchange between Jews and medical missionaries. Gratitude was the common currency and was often unfeigned. But there are also instances
of Jews opting out of this exchange system. Some used the survival techniques of sitting in mission halls with glazed eyes, appearing as blocks of wood, exhibiting a look of patience, or mouthing the words to hymns.

In contrast to the duplicitous practices of the general missions to the Jews, including those of Mildmay itself, the medical mission procedures were clear and known to all. A Bible reading or hymns would precede the patients’ consultation with the doctor. The Deputies’ investigator in 1912 actually found doors locked at one mission before the service began, but the requirement that the missionaries be heard before medical care was granted was probably enough to keep the ‘congregation’ there. Missionary publications usually constructed their patients as courteous and interested in these programmes but there is occasional recognition — especially by the converted Jews among the missionaries — of the Jews’ distaste for the proceedings. Dr Goldstein, for example, saw that the Jews simply ‘do not like’ having to listen to ‘the Gospel Truth’, though some appeared to be listening. Some, though, murmured in the waiting area: ‘I don’t want to hear about Jesus; I only came here for medicine.’ After attending to patients’ illnesses, the doctors themselves ‘begin to tell them of what God has done for us’ — a second session of preaching during the same clinic visit. A doctor’s account from 1887, earlier in the history of Mildmay, gives a very believable picture: the doctor inquiring about each patient’s soul, but ‘patients or nearest kin thinking more of the disease and treatment than of what we are talking about, as is evidenced by frequent interruptions, such as — “Is there any danger?” “How is the medicine to be taken?”’ A passionately anti-mission article from the Yiddish paper Die Zukunst fully reproduced in a missionary quarterly attributes the long waits at the missions to the doctors’ preaching rather than to the volume of patients: the doctors ‘examine every one as to his state in reference to the world to come, keeping every patient twenty minutes!’ After that, as patients waited for their ‘bottles of medicine’, other missionaries spoke to them.

A promise or hint of an impending conversion was part of a scripted quid pro quo, an exchange of sincere gratitude for often insincere conversion. Hermann Landau, the wealthy stockbroker who tried to mount a free Jewish dispensary, in describing this exchange saw the missions simply as ‘a game of deception, which each plays against the other: The medicine is accepted with thanks, and the tract is put into the fire.’ Patients who made repeated visits for chronic diseases or slow-healing wounds would surely have been more vulnerable to the missionaries’ message as they had accumulated more
gratitude than most. A teenaged girl with an abscess that required many treatments was exposed to ‘the usual opportunities […] of telling her about the Lord Jesus and His love for sinners’. After some time she came in early one morning saying that she had been ‘deeply impressed’, that reading mission literature ‘gives me what I think is a “holy feeling”’, and that she had decided to accept Jesus as her Saviour.\(^\text{122}\) The Mildmay’s Dr Rocha, whose career had included a mission in Morocco, described a patient who had no trouble understanding his cue:

> Recently, I gave a man whose clothing was thin and worn a new flannel vest. He was very grateful and said he wished he could do something for me in return. I told him there was something he could do. He understood. ‘You mean that I should give my heart to Jesus?’ ‘That would be the greatest joy for me. Will you do so?’ He replied, ‘I have done so.’\(^\text{123}\)

Clinic patients mobilized patience, artifice, and compliance in their mission dealings — supplemented by the deadening of the senses, ‘deafness’ to the contaminating messages. The 1912 Board of Deputies Committee recognized such deafness as a Jewish response:

> The Jews who attend pay no regard to these services, and regard the formality as a necessary part of the routine of the institution, far preferable to the payment of a fee. It is these Medical Missions which have played the largest part in creating [an] unwholesome atmosphere of hypocrisy.\(^\text{124}\)

Like their peers in Soho who ‘didn’t listen’ to the preaching, some East London women, Gerry Black reports, put ‘cotton wool in their ears so that they would not hear the name of Christ’. Rather than stuff or cover their ears most of the patients mentally closed them. One Jewish doctor, the distinguished Redcliffe Salaman, witnessed women with ‘squalling children in their arms’ as they awaited medical treatment at a mission, ‘dumbly suffering but studiously deaf to the 30 minutes harangue from the Missionary’.\(^\text{125}\) As Ralph Finn remembered, elderly devout Jews at a Catholic medical mission in the 1920s and 1930s ‘sang — or pretended to sing, or mouthed Yiddish words to — religious hymns’.\(^\text{126}\) A female domiciliary visitor described a client who, hoping for ‘tickets’ from the visitor, ‘would listen with great politeness to reading and teaching but show no interest whatever in it, as if she were a block of wood’.\(^\text{127}\)

Jewish immigrants’ ignorance about Christianity, many thought, protected them fully from conversionists without the need to ‘play deaf’. This was the view of the distinguished Hebrew scholar and conversionist Lukyn Williams, who in 1894 surveyed ‘the Present Attitude of the Jews to Christianity’, soliciting opinions from about forty
missionary friends. Williams concluded that ‘the masses of the Orthodox Jews do not yet even intellectually apprehend what Christianity is. With the exception of a few scholars they are still in total ignorance of the contents of the New Testament’.128 Willy Goldman’s mother fits into this latter category. Stepney-born Goldman recalled her bringing him as a child (in the 1910s) to a medical mission: ‘As she did not understand a word of the sermon or singing she was no doubt able to persuade herself that she was not being tainted by association with apostasy.’129 Mildmay’s Dr Dixon met seven patients in a short period who had been in England for at least five years but had never heard of ‘Jesus Christ as Redeemer’.130

Expressions of Jewish patients’ gratitude and approval fill the Mildmay reports and those of other medical missions. Even recognizing the propaganda value of such statements, they nonetheless suggest that patients’ appreciation was a genuine response to the physicians’ healing and possibly also to the ‘pastoral’ functions of some of the better doctors. Most common in missionary publications are reports that display Jewish patients or their relatives as grateful, courteous, and articulate. More extravagant statements get special emphasis, though. In 1887, during his mission’s first decade of operation, Dr Dixon evoked his patients’ exoticism as well as their gratitude by mentioning that ‘on receiving any slight attention or kindness they kiss our hands or arms or coats, and a few have prostrated themselves at our feet. We always protest against this mode of expressing gratitude’.131 Mrs Rocha, who assisted at the Mission along with her physician husband, reported repeatedly hearing: ‘God bless you lady’, ‘May you never be ill’, ‘I hope you will live a hundred years’, ‘May you have eternal life’.132 An old woman whom he did not know astonished Dr Rocha by kissing his hand. She explained that she had had a bad leg, which ‘the hospital’ said needed amputation. She refused and went to the Mission ‘as a last resource’. With ‘great pains’, he reported, and frequent changes of dressing, they healed the wound and saved her leg.133

Yet the doctors could seldom transform even intense gratitude and affection into conversions. In 1887 Dr Dixon, sadly aware that his patients were there only for his medical interventions, admitted that the patients were polite and gave him ‘a fair hearing’. Though he had been at the Whitechapel mission for seven years, he had as yet ‘never met with a Jew who knows God as an Answerer of prayer’, despite some claiming to have been converted. Rather than concluding that the missions to the Jews were ill conceived, though, he resolved ‘to be more faithful to present the Gospel of Christ to every Jew who
comes for medicine’. After the 1889 death from cancer of a woman whom the staff had visited twice daily, her husband and son went to the Mission offering thanks for their care. The son added that ‘your kind offices to our nation speak well for your Christian religion’ yet he showed no interest in converting. By 1909, after nearly thirty years at the Mildmay Medical Mission, Dixon did not disguise his disappointment. He gloomily described the case of a family he had known and healed for years. The relationship began when three-year-old Samuel had fallen off a ladder and injured his forehead, which bled heavily. With the doctor’s assistance he soon recovered. Dixon had seen a number of other ill family members over the last fifteen years, some several times, and they had had many conversations about religion. Samuel’s friendly and grateful father, though he agreed that he, too, was waiting for the Messiah to come, said baldly that the missionary was ‘wasting his time’ trying to prove that it was Christ they were awaiting.

The disappointment of the other Mission doctors also seeps through the rhetorical screen of the Mission’s copious reports. Dr Rocha, who had worked with Dr Dixon since 1890, wondered in 1910 why his male patients listened willingly when spoken to ‘on spiritual matters’ and would take books and pamphlets they were given, yet did not produce any cases of ‘well-ascertained conversion’. His young colleague Dr Terry, who arrived at the Mission in 1909, wrote plaintively that he would ‘indeed be thankful if one could tell of cases of well-ascertained conversion’.

The more sensible of the mission workers found new ways to frame their accomplishments — as their fellow missionaries worldwide had so often done: preparing for future conversions by rejoicing in friendship with the mission’s target clientele; translating the Bible into local languages; establishing schools and libraries to demonstrate the superiority of their culture; and so on. Some of the Mildmay doctors spoke of sowing the seeds of Christianity now and reaping them in the future, or accepted that many Jews were surely ‘secret believers’ unable to face the stigma of a conversion. The chronicling of patients’ gratitude for the medical care suggests that it may have become more prominent in the staff’s sense of their mission. Dr Dixon seems to have taken increasing satisfaction in the medical service he was offering to his needy patients, something which, it has been suggested, sustained many other missionaries even if not openly stated. One journalist offered the consolation that the few Jewish converts they had made were especially valuable ones with the energy and skill to generate geometrically growing numbers of converts worldwide.
improving their status in their new country. The All Saints’ Medical Mission stated in 1901 that it had done ‘a great deal towards breaking down the feeling of suspicion existing between the English and the Jews’. An official of the London Society in 1910 insisted to readers of the *Jewish World* that his organization was ‘spreading a better opinion of the Jew. We have formed public opinion, and among the best people, in your favour.’ Where earlier there was ‘hatred’, there is now ‘reverence’. Dr Dixon came to believe that through his work he had shown many Jews that not all Christians were persecutory; he was glad at least that among the Jews ‘prejudices have been broken down’, and that Jews could see the good in Christianity.

IX

‘The Bitterness of their Trials’

While a powerful cultural and historical logic generated the detestation for the conversionist missionaries, they cannot be classed simply as enemies of the Jews. True, earlier in the nineteenth century the London Society and other leading supporters of conversionism, including Lord Ashley, had been passionate opponents of legal emancipation for Jews, and conversionist theology defined Judaism as rigid and lacking in the warmth that only a Christ figure could impart. Yet most of the East London evangelists were sympathetic and polite to individual Jews. Mildmay doctors soon began to recognize the patients’ poverty and ‘the bitterness of their trials’ and offered without investigation charitable food, clothing, and such medical appliances as trusses. The missionary organizations took considerable interest in Jewish life and history. They were well informed about Jewish religious doctrines. Many were strong Dreyfusards and they followed closely and with indignation the persecution of Jews abroad and deplored the pogroms in Russia. An official of the London Society told the *Jewish World* that he found the Aliens Act ‘abhorrent’, and ‘not Christian in spirit’. The Mildmay Medical Mission monthly publication included articles on the Zionist movement and on Jewish life worldwide.

Most significant is what the missionary reports do not say, given their operation in a district increasingly notorious as foreign, filthy, and disease-ridden. The doctors were in daily contact with the very Jewish bodies being associated in the press and antisemitic literature with infection and deformation. At least in their published reports, and unlike
so many others in Britain, the Mildmay medical missionaries did not stereotype Jews with references to men’s long beards, prominent noses or ‘sallow’ skins. In the one reference of this kind that I have found, quite bland, Dr Dixon writes ‘the patients are very eastern in their habits and modes of life, especially those who have most recently arrived in England. Some dress in long coats, curious hats, and wear curls; the women wear wigs’.

In describing their interactions with Jews, missionaries very seldom even referred to the way the Jews looked, unless they appeared particularly ill, or well, and they wrote admiringly about the work of the Jewish converts among them. The Mildmay publications made no references to Jews as sweaters, gamblers, or money grubbers. Given the association of the immigrants with physical degeneration and contagious diseases, syphilis especially, the missionaries seem, perhaps unconsciously, determined to describe Jews’ illnesses as ordinary ones. An antisemitic tract like Joseph Banister’s England under the Jews (1901) connects Jews with ‘blood and skin diseases’ and names ‘lupus, trachoma, favus [a common fungal infection of the scalp], eczema and scurvy’ as diseases on constant view in a Jewish district like Petticoat Lane. The JBG visitors waged an aggressive house-to-house campaign to prevent the spread of tuberculosis in East London but Mildmay doctors appear unaware of the association of Jews with tuberculosis, the anti-Aliens agitation, and the mythology of Jewish contagion. Aside from one case of leprosy in a woman, they mention very common problems, many of them capable of being cured: a ‘bad hand’ or ‘bad leg’, abscesses, ‘chest disease’, ‘phthisis’, an infected leg, a chest cold, a fall from a ladder, a ‘large tumour’, and another case of cancer accompanied by ‘much suffering’.

The medical mission system, though annoying, even insulting to the missions’ East London neighbours, performed as a source of medical care and continued to exist there well into the twentieth century. It brought tens of thousands of Jews, the majority of them women and children, into hyper-Christianized spaces, and brought missionaries, healing and preaching, into the homes and apartment blocks of immigrant Jews. The missions had a place among the institutions that kept Jewish people healthy and missionary doctors and nurses may have offered their patients more comfort and reassurance than did many of their non-mission peers — and of course usually offered it without a fee. The mission clinics, finally, were sites, and by no means the only ones, of the operation of a peculiar kind of acculturation for new immigrants, especially women, as they found their way through the hazards of a Gentile world: the art of listening without hearing, mouthing words without speaking them, or imitating ‘blocks of wood’.
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